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Easy Aerial offers the most robust and
versatile autonomous airborne 

security, monitoring, and inspection solutions 
on the market today.

Going above and beyond available systems on 
the market, Easy Aerial's solutions are 

engineered to meet the widest variety of 
operational requirements.

Available in three configurations - tethered, free-flight (untethered), 
and the industry’s first tethered/free-flight hybrid configuration, each 
of our portable drone-in-a-box solutions can be customized to meet any 
security, mapping, and inspection needs.

Developed and proudly built in the U.S, Easy Aerial’s durable, cost-
effective solutions have proven operational experience – even in the 
most demanding environments. They can be automatically deployed 
and commanded remotely from any location worldwide and can take 
off and land from a moving platform, such as a ground vehicle or 
watercraft.

Whether conducting perimeter patrols or securing a border, monitoring 
a crowd or inspecting critical infrastructure, Easy Aerial provides a 
reliable eye in the sky for mission-critical operations.

Easy Aerial is an ISO9001:15 and AS 9100:16-certified company.

A proud participant in DIU's Blue sUAS 2.0 program.



Advanced, affordable, and portable, our autonomous free-flight aerial monitoring
system can be configured to meet a multitude of operational requirements.

Not only can the drone automatically deploy from an Easy Guard ground station
upon a security trigger such as a vibration sensor, fire alarm, or distress call, but it
also can self-deploy and recharge for each scheduled mission. With SAMS, each
drone can take off from and land in a different Easy Guard ground station,
allowing for long-range inspections and monitoring missions while recharging at
multiple locations.

SMART AERIAL MONITORING SYSTEM

SAMS 

The system consists of 3 main components:

Easy Guard (EG) Kestrel or Osprey sUAS Easy Remote 
Monitoring Software 
(ERMS)

Camp Roberts CA; Activity with the US Navy



The tethered version of SAMS features unlimited flight time and unparalleled
data security. The entire operation, from takeoff to landing, is completely
autonomous and can be performed remotely without the need for on-site
intervention. The system features a 60m (200 ft) or a 100m (330 ft) data-over-
power (DOP) enhanced tether for resilient, and secure data security.

This persistent solution can support continuous flight even in extreme weather
conditions, and it offers precise hovering over the ground station, including
vehicle-follow functionality, even in GPS-denied environments.

SMART AERIAL MONITORING SYSTEM TETHERED

SAMS-T 

The system consists of 3 main components:

Easy Guard Tether 
(EG-T)

Albatross or Raptor 
Drone

Easy Remote 
Monitoring Software 
(ERMS)



The ECTS is an ultra-portable version of the SAMS-T that utilizes a miniature
version of the EG-T. The unit is housed within a custom hard case and is
rucksack portable with a weight of 18.5Kg (40 lb.), resulting in rapid
adaptability and mobility. The ECTS features a 60m (200 ft) or 100m (330 ft)
cyber-secure smart tether cable with Data-Over-Power (DOP) technology
and includes all the features and drones available for the SAMS-T, except for
the drone not being stored within the case.

Easy Compact Tether System

ECTS 

The system consists of 3 main components:

Easy Compact Tether 
System

Albatross or Raptor 
Drone

Easy Remote 
Monitoring Software 
(ERMS)



PAYLOADS
Different communication options

Lights, Loudspeakers

Lidar, RFID

EW, IMSI Catcher, Cyber, Jammers

Easy Aerial can customize our systems to 
meet any specific operational need

Tailoring and Customization

Full Customization Option

Includes GNSS Anti-Jamming and GPS-
Alternative navigation measures

Navigation

GNSS Jamming Resistant

COMM/Data Link

EA Link

Easy Aerial's Proprietary Mesh-based network
C2 applications. Remote connection through 
secured network

EA's Partners Communication

Standard configuration: Microhard
Additional options: Silvus, Persistent Systems, 
Rajant, Doddle Labs

Custom Communication Solutions

Possible to easily integrate 
additional/custom communication 
solutions 

Camera Payloads

Basic

Vis (day only) camera
Optical zoom (x10 / x30 / x40)
Live HD feed

Enhanced

Vis & IR (day & night) camera
Optical zoom (x10 / x30 / x40)
Live HD feed

Premium

Vis & IR (day & night) camera
Optical zoom (x10 / x30 / x40)
Live HD feed
Embedded analytics & tracking

Twenty-One (21) Camera Options



Built for scale. Full-stack drone infrastructure.



Products
Information About Easy Aerial products



Easy Guard ground station is a smart, independent aircraft hangar for takeoff,
landing and charging. It features an automated roof opening and closing system
and is made from military-grade materials, rendering it mobile, rugged and
weather resilient. Easy Guard’s relatively small size and weight allow it to be
rapidly mobilized and deployed from stationary and mobile launch sites such as a
standard pickup truck or other vehicle configuration. Easy Guard is equipped with
numerous sensors and four cameras for situational awareness of the deployment
site which aides in its ability to receive a landing UAS while both systems are
traveling at up to 25 mph.

PORTABLE GROUND STATION (EG)

EASY GUARD

Dimensions
1.17m x 1.17m x 0.71m
(46” x 46” x 28”)

Weight
91 Kg (200 lb.)

Charging
45-90 minutes for full drone battery

360 degrees Perimeter Cameras
Internal: Drone Inspection
External: SA, Motion Activated
Outer Motion sensing - Optional



Easy Guard Tethered ground station has the same features as the EG, with
the addition of a 60m (200 ft) or 100m (330 ft.) data-over-power (DOP)
smart tether-line that supplies constant power and secure two-way
communication to the drone throughout the flight. This feature enables
unlimited flight time while also transmitting HD video and telemetry, even
in extreme weather conditions, and offers precise hovering over the
ground station without the need for GPS guidance. EG-T is lightweight and
portable and can be deployed from stationary or mobile platforms. The
activation and operation are simple and can be performed on-site or from
a remote command center.

TETHERED PORTABLE GROUND STATION (EG-T)

EASY GUARD TETHER 

Dimensions
1.17m x 1.17m x 0.71m
(46” x 46” x 28”)

Weight
100 Kg (220 lb.)

Input Power
100-240 V AC, 2000W
DC Options available

Cameras
Internal: Drone Inspection
External: SA, Motion Activated



POWER GUARD 

Dimensions
0.96m x 0.96m x 0.3m 
(37.5” x 37.5” x 12.0”)

Weight
150.0 Kg (330 lb.)

Operation
10-12 hours of tether flight (Alpine 
Swift, Albatross, Raptor)
Or
20 full charges of the sUAS battery 
(Falcon, Osprey)Total Power

7,200 Wh

The Power Guard, an is add-on to the EG and EG-T designed to act as a
base for EG/EG-T in the bed of a pickup truck or other installation and
provide electric power. The Power Guard enables 20 full charges of the
drone battery or 10 to 12 hours of continuous tethered flight. Power
Guard provides auxiliary electric power to the Easy Guard for an
extended period of time without the need for an electric power source
or fuel-based generator.

PG



ERMS is a proprietary software system that enables command and control of a single
or multiple remotely operated drones, while transmitting high-definition optical and
thermal video in real-time. ERMS can be securely accessed anywhere and at any time,
enabling users to conduct missions from a command center desktop or in the field with
a smartphone, tablet, or proprietary controller.

ERMS includes an “API version” for easy integration with external command-and-
control software

ERMS

EASY REMOTE MONITORING SYSTEM 

The System Includes

- HD Video and thermal video 
feed delivered in real-time

- Smart geo-fencing

- Automatic mission planning and 
real-time manual mission override 
capabilities

- Automatic comprehensive logs

- Ability to accept triggers from 3rd
Party alarm software.

- Easy integration of output feed into 
legacy Command and control and 
Video Management Systems

- Open Architecture Design and 
full control over software API



EASIM

EASY SIMULATOR

Simulator Key Benefits:

Easy Aerial offers a complete hardware-in-the-loop-game-engine based simulator 
enabling remote training from beginner to expert.

Easy Aerial has developed a complete hardware-in-the-loop simulator 
for two main purposes:

1. Training 2. AI simulations

Hardware-in-the-loop (“HIL”) simulation is an advanced technique for the 
development and testing of complex real-time embedded systems.

Beginners - learn how to use the system

Experts – maintain proficiency and try new features

Developers - test out new integrations

The size of a large briefcase Easy Aerial’s 
flight simulator provides users the 
experience of working with our system in 
near-real-world environments

Easy to set up

Wireless connectivity

Train safely from anywhere in real world simulated environments

Operator certification possible in <4 hours

Valuable for any user



EASY AERIAL FLEET MANAGEMENT SOLUTION

SOTERIA

The System Includes

Easy Aerial’s fleet management software provides multi-type, multi-drone
centralized command and control system. With Soteria, a single operator can
monitor and control multiple drones performing multiple missions
simultaneously. Soteria can be integrated into the C2 Command and Control
system (VMS or similar) to receive and display real-time video and data from the
operational systems in the field.

Controls a drone fleet to perform various autonomous tasks. Docking stations and
drones are connected to the system to perform various autonomous tasks with
multiple UAS without the need for drone pilots

- Ability to share missions in a collaborative 
way between several autonomous robots (air 
and ground)



EASY COMPACT TETHER SYSTEM

ECTS

Dimensions
24 x 16 x 10.1 inch 

ECTS is an ultra-portable version of the SAMS-T that utilizes a miniature
version of the EG-T. The unit is housed within a custom Pelican case and is
rucksack portable with a weight of 18.5 Kg (40 lb.), resulting in rapid
adaptability and mobility. The ECTS features a 60m (200 ft) or 100m (330 ft)
cyber-secure smart tether cable with Data-Over-Power (DOP) technology
and includes all the features and drones available for the SAMS-T, except
for the drone not being stored within the case.

Weight
18.5 Kg (w/o drone)

Power
100 – 240V AC (up to 3,000 Watt)

Supported Tether Length
60m or 100m

Tensile Strength
sUAS with payload up to 15 lb.

Endurance
All weather (Rain, Snow & Fog)

Drones Supported
Albatross, Raptor, Albatross-H

Power
100 – 240V AC (up to 3,000 Watt)

Connectivity
Encrypted Data Over Power (DOP), 
RF-based Datalink



EASY GROUND CONTROL STATION

EGCS

Supported Products
SAMS/SAMS-T/ECTS

Supported Datalinks
Microhard/Silvus/Doodle

System Connectivity
Wi-Fi/BT/LTE/USB-A
USB-C & Third-party datalinks

Software
CPU OS: Windows 11 / Linux
Controls: USB / GS Software

EGCS Interfaces
USB3.0 Custom Ethernet Port
Custom Control Port 

Electrical 
Tablet AC Adapter: 12V / 36W (3A)
EGCS AC Adapter: 5V / 35W (2A)  

EGCS is designed by a Blue SUAS drone maker with NDAA
compliance and functionality in mind. It is a tough, all-weather,
handheld ground station that utilizes an industrial-grade tablet,
powered by an Intel Pentium Silver© processor.

EGCS embodies a decade of operational experience, in both
defense and commercial, extreme operational use cases.

Datalink is reliable and secure with AES256 encryption and FIPS
140-2 compatibility. It also features an adjustable 1W, 2×2 MIMO
with Low-Density Parity Check (LDPC) wireless RF link.



SUAS (DRONES)

KESTREL

Kestrel is a tactical, military-grade, all-weather 
capable quadcopter with the ability to fly over 65 Mph and 
carry a wide range of modular optical and sensor payloads, 
up to 4.4lb in total.

Kestrel is equipped with an advanced AI-powered EO/IR
camera in addition to three (3) hardpoints on the sides and
rear of the sUAS for additional payloads through three (3)
Picatinny rails.

Empty Weight
3.5 Kg (w/o payload)

Flight Time
45 minutes w EO/IR

Top Speed
105 Km/h (65 mph)

Distance
20 Km (12.04 miles)

Endurance
All weather (Rain, Snow & Fog)

Payload Capacity
2.0 Kg (4.4 lb.)
Three payload points in addition to 
EO/IR camera



SUAS (DRONES)

KESTREL HEAVY

Kestrel Heavy is a tactical, military-grade, all-weather
capable quadcopter with the ability to fly over 65 Mph and
carry a wide range of modular optical and sensor payloads,
up to 3.5Kg (7.7 lb.) in total.

Kestrel is equipped with an advanced AI-powered EO/IR
camera in addition to three (3) hardpoints on the sides and
rear of the sUAS for additional payloads through three (3)
Picatinny rails.

Empty Weight
5.5 Kg (w/o payload)

Flight Time
55 minutes with EO/IR Camera
30 minutes with 3Kg payload

Top Speed
105 Km/h (65 mph)

Maximum Payload  Weight
Up to 3.5Kg (7.7 lb.)

Endurance
All weather (Rain, Snow & Fog)

Payload Capacity
Three hard point in addition to 
EO/IR camera



SUAS (DRONES)

OSPREY

Osprey Hexacopter is a durable carbon composite drone
with motor redundancy for increased reliability. Its slightly
overlapping propellers create a relatively compact form
factor.

The hex configuration makes the airframe ideal for
carrying a variety of large payloads or cargo, up to 3.5Kg
(7.7lb), over longer distances, in adverse weather
conditions

Empty Weight
6.0 Kg (w/o payload)

Flight Time
60 minutes w/o payload

Top Speed
90 Km/h (56 mph)

Distance
25 Km (15.5 miles)

Endurance
All weather (Rain, Snow & Fog)

Payload Capacity
3.5 Kg (7.7 lb.); Three Hard points



SUAS (DRONES)

OSPREY HEAVY

The Osprey Heavy Hexacopter is a durable carbon
composite drone with motor redundancy for
increased reliability.

The hex configuration makes the airframe ideal for
carrying a variety of large payloads or cargo, up to 7Kg
(15.4 lb.), over longer distances, in adverse weather
conditions.

Empty Weight
9.0 Kg (w/o payload)

Flight Time
60 minutes with 2.0 kg payload
45 minutes with 5.0 kg payload

Top Speed
80 Km/h (50 mph)

Endurance
All weather (Rain, Snow & Fog)

Maximum Payload Weight
7.0 Kg (15.4 lb.)



SUAS (DRONES)

ALBATROSS

Albatross TsUAS is the most versatile and secure system in its
class. Featuring unlimited flight time, an unbreachable data
connection, and a large 7.7lb payload capacity, Albatross is ideal
for extremely long overwatch or surveillance flights carrying
multiple payloads in harsh weather conditions. Equipped with
three hardpoints, the airframe supports a wide range of payloads.

Empty Weight
3.5 Kg (w/o payload)

Wind Gust Limit
25Kts

Tether Length
60m or 100m

Battery Free-Flight
3-5 minutes for emergency only

Endurance
All weather (Rain, Snow & Fog)

Payload Capacity
3.5 Kg (7.7 lb.)
Three payload points



SUAS (DRONES)

ALBATROSS HEAVY

Empty Weight
4.0 Kg (w/o payload)

Wind Gust Limit
25Kts

Tether Length
60m or 100m

Battery Free-Flight
3-5 minutes for emergency only

Endurance
All weather (Rain, Snow & Fog)

Payload Capacity
6.0 Kg (13.2 lb.)
Three payload points

The Albatross Heavy Hexacopter is a durable platform, ideal 
for multi-payload persistent surveillance missions onboard 
ground vehicles, sea vessels, and fixed sites.



SUAS (DRONES)

RAPTOR
Raptor is the first-of-its-kind hybrid solution with a versatile payload
capacity that combines the unlimited flight capability of
a tether sUAS with the advanced ability of up to 40 minutes of
untethered free-flight. Simply untether and go

Raptor predominantly operates in the tethered mode for prolonged
situational awareness missions. Following a command from an
operator, a triggered alarm, or if the onboard sensors identify a pre-
selected object, the tether is released for a free-flight autonomous or
directed ISR mission before returning for precision automatic landing

Empty Weight
4.5 Kg (w/o payload)

Flight Time
Unlimited (tethered); 40 minutes (free 
flight)

Top Speed
90 Km/h (56 mph)

Distance
20 Km (12.04 miles)

Endurance
All weather (Rain, Snow & Fog)

Payload Capacity
2.0 Kg
One payload Point



SUAS (DRONES)

EAGLE

The Eagle Drone is Easy Aerial’s heavy lifting sUAS (drone) 
and each Eagle Drone is specially designed and fully 
customizable according to the exact operational 
requirements and needs of the client.

Empty Weight
15 Kg (w/o payload)

Flight Time
55 minutes

Top Speed
80 Km/h (50 mph)

Distance
20 Km (12.04 miles)

Endurance
All weather (Rain, Snow & Fog)

Payload Capacity
15Kg (33lb)



SUAS (DRONES)

TERN

Automatic take-off, linear inspections including automatic detection
of obstacles, cars, humans, and changes from the normal state, to
landing and recharging - all without human intervention

Ability to take-off and land in different ground stations

Under Development to be released Q1/23

Empty Weight
6.0 Kg (w/o payload)

Flight Time
60 minutes

Top Speed
120 Km/h (74.6 mph)

Distance
80 Km (50 miles)

Endurance
All weather (Rain, Snow & Fog)

Payload
Next Vision Nighthawk 2-V EO/IR



Supported Use Cases
Additional Information About Easy Aerial’s Osprey Configurations



The Osprey RFID (OSP-RFD) variant is equipped with an RFID antenna, a specialized 
computer an optional EO/IR camera. The RFID antenna is designed to read passive RFID tags 
in order to create a detailed accurate inventory manifest for every flight. The optional EO/IR 
camera – either Next Vision Nighthawk2-V or Next Vision Dragoneye 2 – is used to take 
snapshots and could be slaved to the RFID reading.

In addition, the EO/IR camera comes with built-in advanced Ai analytics such as auto 
classification, tracking day and night and detection of fire and smoke, so the same 
configuration can be used for inventory management during the day and for perimeter 
security during the night.

OSP-RFD

OSPREY RFID



Osprey Inspection is a version of the Osprey which includes an Ouster lidar mounted 
alongside a Teledyne 50MB pixel camera on a highly specialized stabilized gimbal 
which also includes its own IMU.

The version of the Osprey was designed to perform drone-in-a-box track 
inspections.

OSP-INS

OSPREY INSPECTION



Osprey Inventory (OSP-INV) is one of the newest Osprey Drone-in-a-box
configurations designed to perform routine (scheduled) and on-demand inventory
manifest of large compounds. Using a high-resolution 50Mb pixel Teledyne camera,
the system will identify pre-trained objects, will report these objects, and
immediately after landing, will generate a PDF report will all the items identified
during the flight, including sample pictures as evidence

OSP-INV

OSPREY INVENTORY



Osprey Mapping is a version of the Osprey that supports automatic extremally high-
resolution mapping drone-in-a-box. Using the on-board 50MB Teledyne camera, the
system will self-launch at a specified time; will fly a complete mapping mission; will
perform precision landing in the ground station; offload the pictures to a computer
installed in the ground station; will use a locally installed Pix4D to create 2D maps;
Everything is without any human operation and internet connectivity.

This configuration can optionally receive a Next Vision Dragon eye two camera for live
streaming of EO/IR video, including advanced onboard analytics such as classification and
auto-tracking of humans and cars day and night.

OSP-MAP

OSPREY MAPPING



Osprey Security is the most augmented version of the Osprey
designed for all-weather 24/7 perimeter and border protection.
This Osprey variant includes a Next Vision Nighthawk 2-V or a Next
Vision Dragon eye 2 camera connected to an AI computer called
Trip 5 which supports automatic classification of targets, automatic
tracking day and night, automatic detection, and alerts of fire
and/or smoke, and many other capabilities.

OSP-SEC-DE // OSP-SEC-NH

OSPREY SECURITY



Easy Aerial is honored to collaborate with Echodyne – A leading provider of lightweight
tactical radars – to provide intelligent, reliable, and cost-effective anti-drone and radar-
based perimeter security. Easy Aerial Osprey and Albatross sUAS can be equipped with
one or two Echodyne radars and the Osprey Heavy and Albatross heavy can carry up to
3 radars for a 360 degrees aerial coverage. The onboard EO/IR camera can
automatically slave to the radar for target identification and confirmation.

The Albatross and Albatross-H will act as a radar sentinel for over 24 hours and the
Osprey Heavy will carry two Echodyne radars for over one hour of flight.
Camera options: Next Vision Dragon Eye; Next Vision Nighthawk 2-V; Next Vision Raptor

OSP-ECO; OSP-H-ECO; ALB-ECO; ALB-H-ECO

OSPREY & ALBATROSS ECHODYNE



Osprey Special is a general name for customized versions of the Osprey to fit
versatile payloads such as EW, jammers, radars, etc. The unique design and vast
previous experience will ensure optimized aerodynamics operation and full
protection coverage for any customer payload.

OSP-SPE

OSPREY SPECIAL



Vehicle Integration
Easy Aerial’s Systems Designed for Ground and Maritime Vehicles and Vessels



EASY GUARD V-50

Dimensions
0.58 m  x 0.58 m x 0.46 m 
(22.8” x 22.8” x 18.1”)

Weight
40 Kg (90 lbs.)

Operation
DC Power input; 1200W

The smallest and lightest in the range of Easy Aerial’s ground stations, 
this model is designed for small vehicles with limited storage capacity, 
including light civilian and military all-terrain vehicles (ATVs) and 
compact pickup trucks.

EGV-50 is available in two variants: (1) Free-Flight to support automatic 
recharging after autonomous precision landing; (2) Tether version to 
provide constant power and communication for long periods of time.

sUAS
Gull-50, XTEND's Wolverine

Free Flight Version
35 minutes flight time
Tether Version
50 m; Including DOP; for 12 hours

EGV-50



EASY GUARD V-70

Dimensions
0.74m x 0.74m x 0.5m 
(29.1” x 29.1” x 19.7”)

Weight
50 Kg (110 lb.)

Operation
DC Power input; 1800W

The mid-size EGV 70 adds additional capabilities, including a larger UAV with 
longer endurance and longer tether. The system is ideal for medium and heavy-
duty civilian or military pickup trucks and light armored vehicles.

EGV-70 is available in two variants: (1) Free-Flight to support automatic recharging 
after autonomous precision landing; (2) Tether version to provide constant power 
and communication for long periods of time.

sUAS
Kestrel, Kestrel-H

Free Flight Version
50 minutes flight time
Tether Version
100m; Including DOP; for 
36 hours

EGV-70



EASY GUARD V-90

Dimensions
0.9 m x 0.9m x 0.55m 
(35.4” x 35.4” x 21.6”)

Weight
60 Kg (132 lb.)

Operation
Design for the harshest environmental 
conditions;
DC Power input; 2500 W

The largest and most capable in the EGV line-up, the system offers the 
flexibility of housing a quad or hexacopter and can be installed on such 
vehicles as mobile command units, fire support vehicles and armored 
personnel carriers

EGV-90 is available in two variants: (1) Free-Flight to support automatic 
recharging after autonomous precision landing; (2) Tether version to 
provide constant power and communication for long periods of time.

sUAS
Albatross, Raptor, Osprey, Tern
sUAS Maximum Payload 4Kg
Multiple Payload Option (Up to 3)

Free Flight Version
60 minutes flight time
Tether Version
100m; Including DOP; for 36 
hours

EGV-90



Ground station to fit every type of vehicle

EGV-90
EGV-70

EGV-50



Vehicle Deployments



Vessel Deployments

Prior experience of integrating drone-in-a-box to 
four (4) different ships/vessels including an 

unmanned military vessel



Videos
Easy Aerial systems in action



Videos
Easy Aerial systems in action

Border Protection and Public Safety

Agriculture Inspection and MappingIndustrial & Infrastructure

https://vimeo.com/709644989
https://vimeo.com/709644903
https://vimeo.com/709644716


Videos
Easy Aerial systems in action

Wildfires Detection and Response Management Travis US Air Force Base Perimeter Security

Optionally-Tethered Mobile SecurityIsrael Defense Forces (IDF) Border Protection

https://vimeo.com/712646513
https://vimeo.com/581155226
https://vimeo.com/581155288
https://vimeo.com/709644716
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